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you love them long, short, fancy or

plain and no one offers a larger or
more beautiful selection thar Simon's.
Shown is our reversible stadium length
"star quilt" jacket with a lightweight
down fill. Sized S, M, L available in
stone pink or mauve bone ... $130
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as AGDISK, developed at Harris Technical Systems, a

division of Harris Laboratories of Lincoln. "AGDISK
is a series of management programs in such areas as

finance, soil analysis, corn and soybean analysis and live-

stock break-eve- n analysis. All the other programs tie in

to a main farm accounting package, he said.
In addition, the agricultural computer users can tie

into resource computer networks such as AGNET at

UNL's Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Computer networks provide a data bank where users
can locate information on a variety of subjects from
several sources.

"The first computer time-sh3rin- g network was The
Source based in McLean, Va.," said Pat Ebmeier, AGNET
coordinator. "We're unique in that we don't expect our
users to know anything about computers."

Farmers only have to be able to type with at least
one finger, he said, because their enthusiasm to solve
a problem will pull them through.

AGNET users have access to UNL's computers through
their home telephone jacks. Users pay a $50 subscription
for each year, and they also pay for the time they use

the UNL system.
James Kendrick, professor of agricultural economics

and co-lead- er of AGNET, said the service provides the
farmer or rancher with "a highly specialized information
system. They can get time-critic- information from around
the world that effects management decisions.'

By Chuck Jagoda

The use of computers in agriculture promises to
save the farmer time and make him more efficient than

anything since the plow, a computer salesman said.

Randy Calder, a systems support specialist and
computer salesman for Team Electronics in Lincoln,
said, the recent growth of the agricultural computer
market is a direct result of development of the micro-

computer. Microcomputers use silicon chips instead of
larger, more expensive bacuum tubes to process large
amounts of information quickly.

Calder was answering questions about agricultural
uses of computers at the Nebraska State Fair.

"Microcomputers first came out in 1975," he said.
Last year marked the first big expansion on the

personal computer into the farm market when about
500,000 were sold, he said.

"These first years should see a growth increase of
200 percent per year," he said.

Computers used
Farmers can use computers to keep records, forecast

seasonal inventory and financial needs, monitor cash
flow and solve a variety of agricultural problems, he
said.

"An agricultural program may ask a farmer to type
in the current grain price, number of bushels he expects
to harvest, his target moisture contest, hauling and

AGNET was developed in 1975, and the program
.r. r : expanded to Scottsbluff in 1977. This was the first

for iLu.iA extension of usage outside the UNL campus.
Under a federal grant period that extended until July

1, 1980, AGNET expanded to other Old West states
"Computers allow the user to play the 'what if game,"

he said. "The farmer can analyze his business to find
out at what point it is more profitable to use one process
or another."

Programs available

(North and South Dakotas, Montana and Wyoming.) Each
one has a coordinator and program staff to help users
make use of existing programs and to develop new ones,"
Ebmeier said.

Continued on Page 3Farmers can purchase several computer programs such
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Now for a limited time only the Optical Shop is offering you a

fantastic special. Get 2 complete pair of glasses for the price of 1.
0

Bring your prescription or wt will copy your present lens.
And remember - We have eyewear for men, women and children!

Full price on the first pair got the second pair
"of equal value or less" for FHH.I

I
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333 N. 12th St. 477-934- 7

10:00 AM-5:- 00 PM Mon., Tues.. Wed.. Fri.
Thursday 12:00-8:- 00 PM 10:00 AM-1- :00 PM Saturday

WESI ROADS. OMAHA.
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